Is justice served if the free press is silenced?

We need YOUR help to preserve the future of press freedom and the future of this newspaper's campaigning reporting.

Key facts

Press Freedom

Why was this legislation approved in the first place?

Furthermore, still winning the endorsement of our enemies. By the Daily Telegraph's phrase, 'not by the press, not by the public', the 'free press' and the 'public' are not necessarily synonymous. This poses a challenge for those who would argue for the 'free press'.

SECTION 40

Press Freedom

Without your support, Section 40 will be compromised. The legal battle against the government's secret and illegal surveillance of journalists is one of the most significant challenges to press freedom in the United Kingdom.

Today, we ask you to fight for us.

WHAT MIGHT BE NEXT A "NO CRACKDOWN"

A potential scenario that suggests the government's desire to suppress critical reporting. This could lead to a tightening of the Press Freedom Act, which would have serious implications for the free press in the UK.
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